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Well there was a lot less Halloween
hilarity than one might expect, although
after two parties in two days I figured
that the holiday had been well attended
to  I did get an awesome surprise in
the mail today though, it was a belated
birthday cake form my sister!! I called
In case the picture doesn’t show it well,
“Birth-Day” is spelled out in candles 

her and she carefully explained to
me that it wasn’t belated at all, she
had prepared it on-time for my
birthday, it had just taken a while to

Excavating the Noms :D

You can see my inspirationall weight
loss kitchen wallpaper on the cabinet,
nest to all the chip and the chips, and
the chips…

mail (for
those of
you
(whoever
you may
OMG! There’s a prize!
be) that
don’t have my birthday gold-starred on your
calendars, my birthday was a few days back on
October 1st….) Anyhow, the cake looked great
from the packing tape wrapping to the carefully
spelled “Birth-Day” in candles :p And not only
did it look great! It tasted really really well
compared to how you might expect a cake to
taste after being sealed in packing tape for a

month (and spending a week of that in someone’s car, Dot, dot, dot)! This
might not be the best time to mention that I had a chunk of cake down the
hatch before it occurred to me to seriously wonder who it was from. Closer
inspection of the cake box revealed no return address, and I was only
seconds away from calling the CDC and the FBI
before I remembered that my lil sister had been
mentioning that she was going to send me something
in the mails, a quick phone call later my worries of
poisoning were only
slightly assuaged, as
although the cake had
been sent by someone
who (ostensibly) wasn’t
Thankfully she didn’t bake
out to poison me….
them in in the plastic
Well…. It had been
baggie….
aged
to
careful
Yes, The ‘Any’ key…..
perfection over the course of the month since
its birth, with all the health considerations that that may imply….
Anyhow, after that it was
time for some more
computer phone support,
which leads to todays
quote of the day “What
the [blank] is an address
bar?” from a seasoned
computer user who was
otherwise exasperated :D
A brightly inspired costume
Should I put extra
I stopped by the
for working on solar cells 
smoke in this one?
engineering building to
see how my friends on the solar car team were doing, and they were churning
away, and Kathy was rocking her Pikmin outfit :D Those are the highlights
of my day, I hope everyone else is having a blast as well 
Until tomorrow,
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